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sku

PCGS #

3315101

17

3368921

45366

3510502

1000

3475511

3775

3475512
3475514

Date Denomination Grade
Colonials
1662 Small 2 Oak Tree 2 Pence - NGC MS63 CAC

Price
$22,000.00

1652 3PENCE Pine Tree Threepence, No Pellets - PCGS AU50
$7,700.00

Description
PCGS Price Guide $40,000. This well-preserved gunmetal-gray example has a fully struck tree, date, and denomination. All letters are
completely present, despite moderate obverse misalignment toward 7 o'clock. Listed on page 38 of the 2016 Guide Book. It has been
the plate coin used in several publications.
Noe-36, W-640, Salmon 2-B, R.4. The usual early die state, before the obverse was slightly reengraved. This piece displays pleasing
steel-gray patina with minimal wear and abrasions. The reverse is well-struck throughout. One finer graded by PCGS. Last auction
record from 2013...$11,750. PCGS Price Guide...$7750.

Copper
1793 Half Cent, C-1, B-1 - NGC VF30BN

$13,500.00

Mintage...35,334. This representative is a pleasing example for the grade, with smooth chocolate-brown surfaces that are free of
the distracting environmental impairments that typically affect this issue. The central devices are well brought up and the border
beading is complete around the reverse. Only 44 coins certified in this grade. Price Guide...$16,000.

1879 3CN - NGC PF67 CAC

$1,035.00

3776
3778

1880 3CN - PCGS PR65 CAC
1882 3CN - PCGS PR67 CAC

$600.00
$1,035.00

3475515

3778

1882 3CN - NGC PF67 CAC

$1,035.00

3475516
3475517
3475518

3779
3780
3780

1883 3CN - NGC PF66 CAC
1884 3CN - NGC PF65 CAC
1884 3CN - NGC PF67 CAC

$600.00
$500.00
$1,035.00

3500103
3475519
3475503
3475504
2856501
3475510

3781
3785
3786
3786
3875
3875

1885 3CN - PCGS PR66 CAC
1888 3CN - PCG PR67 CAC
1888 3CN - NGCPF65 CAC
1889 3CN - NGC PF66
1912-S 5C - PCGS MS65
1912-S 5C - PCGS MS65 CAC (Plus)

$600.00
$1,035.00
$460.00
$600.00
$4,000.00
$4,100.00

3456301

4251

1795 H10C V-4, LM-10, R.3 - MS65 PCGS. CAC

$47,500.00

3106101

4276

1829 H10C - NGC MS65

$2,400.00

3002604

4287

1836 Large 5C H10 - NGC MS66

$3,750.00

Mintage...3200. A nicely preserved superb gem proof of this issue of 3,200 pieces, the proofs seen more often in high grade than the
circulation strikes. No CAC coins finer. Price Guide: PF67...$1275, MS68...$4900
Mintage...3,955. Price Guide: PR65...$625 PR66...$800
Mintage...3100. A beautiful, champagne-toned Superb Gem proof type coin, showing fully rendered design elements with thick mint
frost. 11 Finer. Price Guide: PR67...$1325 (NON-CAC)
Mintage...3100. The strike is sharp, and the fields are deeply reflective on the Superb Gem. Price Guide: PF67(Non-CAC)...$1325
PF68...$5500
Mintage...6,609. Price guide for PF66 (Non-CAC)...$860
Mintage...3,942. Price Guide: PF65...$600 (NON-CAC)
Mintage...3,942. Only a few finer known in PR68. A superb proof. This piece is well-struck and stunning on each side. Price Guide in
PR67...$1050 and PF68...$5500.
Mintage...3790. This razor-sharp and fully brilliant superb gem demonstrates remarkable eye appeal. Price Guide...$675
Mintage...4582. Only two known finer. Price Guide...$1050 (Non-CAC) PR68...$6000
Mintage...4582. Price Guide in PF65...$600. In PF66...$785.
Mintage...3,436.
Low Mintage....238,000. Nice warm satin luster makes this a nice edition to any collection.
Mintage...238,000. The final year of the Liberty nickel series (if the unauthorized 1913 is excluded) witnessed its first two branch
issues, the 1912-D and 1912-S. The latter has the lowest mintage of the business series. This is a lustrous Gem draped in medium
powder-blue and chestnut-gold shades. Price Guide...$4250 (Non-CAC) MS66...$11,000.
Mintage...78,660. Lustrous, Late Die State Example. Splendid luster and surfaces that are problem-free are the calling cards of this
Gem Flowing Hair half dime -- quite a conditional rarity in so fine a grade. Glints of gold, aqua, and jade are more prominent at the
rims on each side, with coin-gray centers and a bold strike throughout. The relative availability of the LM-10 die marriage will make
this piece a logical, key acquisition for type collectors. For the 1795 date, PCGS reports 11 examples in MS65, one in MS65+, and 14
finer (9/16). This piece is one of only five in MS65 with the CAC green approval sticker. PCGS Price Guide in 1/2 Point Higher
MS66...$89,000
An outstanding Capped Bust type coin. Very lightly toned...appears white to the naked eye. The strike is razor-sharp with vibrant eyeappeal of this little Gem, perfect for type.
A crisp and impressive superb Gem example of a half dime date that is scarce at this high level of preservation

Collectible Type
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3475401

4311

1837 H10C No Stars, Large Date - PCGS MS66 CAC.

$3,950.00

3245807

4317

1838 Large Stars H10C - NGC MS65

$1,550.00

3368902

4317

1838 H10C Large Stars, No Drapery - NGC MS66

$2,400.00

3190402
3505402

4332
4356

1843 H10 - NGC MS67
1853 H10C Arrows - NGC MS66

$4,500.00
$3,000.00

3315402

4377

1860 H10C - PCGS MS67

$2,250.00

3264802

4385

1864-S H10C MS66 NGC

$5,950.00

2320001

4470

1800 10C - PCGS MS62

$27,500.00

3315407

4477

1805 10C 4 Berries, MS66+ PCGS. CAC

$75,000.00

3339801

4496

1821 Small Date 10C (JR-9) - NGC MS65.

$15,000.00

3350202

4523

1833 Dime, Last 3 High - NGC MS65

$5,500.00

3190906

4581

1842 10C NGC MS65

$2,400.00

2227008

4603

1853 10C Arrows - NGC MS66

$3,500.00

3056510
3315204

4605
4605

1854 10C Arrows - NGC MS65
1854 10C Arrows - NGC MS66

$1,500.00
$2,500.00

3456302

4606

1854-O 10C Arrows - NGC MS67

$9,500.00

3290421

4614

1857 10C - PCGS MS66

$3,300.00

3264806

4618

1858-S 10C F-101, R.5, MS65 NGC

$29,500.00

3264807

4619

1859 10C F-107, R.3, MS67 NGC

$4,900.00

3105303

4620

1859-O 10c - NGC MS65

$2,100.00

3290422

4665

1873 Arrows 10C - NGC MS65+

$2,950.00

The Large Date variety displays a curved date with the diagnostic, sloped-top serif 1. A frosty and technically superior Premium Gem
example of the No Stars, Large Date half dime, lightly toned in dusky peach-gold and warm-gray hues. The strike is sharp. Only 4 finer
certified by PCGS. Price Guide...$4750.
No Drapery, Large Stars. A lovely Gem, this lustrous Large Stars half dime has a fully original appearance. The strike is excellent,
showing above average detailing throughout.
There are at least 15 die varieties listed in Valentine for the 1838 dimes. This piece shows repunching most prominent on stars 1, 3,
and 8. The satiny surfaces are silver-gray in the centers with iridescent rim toning. A super and well-struck example of the issue.
Census: 47 in 66 (1 in 66+, 1 in 66 â˜… ), 30 finer (5/16) NGC Price Guide...$3250
This sharply detailed Superb Gem offers vibrant mint luster under shades of golden-brown, violet, and amber toning.
PQ. The 1853 With Arrows half dime is usually readily available, but not at the Premium Gem grade level. This sharply struck
example displays satiny mint luster beneath beautiful toning overall. Price Guide in MS66...$3300. In MS67...$10,000.
First year of the Legend Obverse design, and this Superb Gem is an outstanding representative for an advanced type collection. Boldly
defined, the obverse is fully brilliant. The reverse is almost fully toned, with a crescent of silver brilliance. Only 4 finer.
Numismedia...$2660
Variety: V-1. Original toning is the hallmark of this Premium Gem, showing obverse shades of deep russet and olive. The reverse is
lighter with rose at the periphery and blue-green scattered about the remainder. The surfaces are exceptionally clean and Luster
penetrates the rich toning throughout, and the eye appeal is plentiful.
The dimes dated 1800 are underrated and seldom appear in high grades. This piece exhibits satiny luster and complements surfaces
that are well struck.
Four Berries Reverse, JR-2, R.2, (Registry Set Contender). This coin is a high-end Premium Gem with sharply detailed design elements.
The well-preserved surfaces display mingled shades of greenish-gold, magenta, lavender-gray, and amber patina. Vibrant mint luster
shines through the toning and eye appeal is outstanding. Few coins can match this combination of high technical quality, terrific visual
appeal, and great historic interest. PCGS Price Guide for MS67...$130,000.
Here is a Blazing White type coin like you have never seen before. This gorgeous Gem example offers a well executed strike, brilliant
luster and is the single highest graded of this variety at NGC Only 3 Finer Certified. NGC Price Guide...$21,500.
Only one finer. The JR-5 is easy to locate in circulated grades, but examples in Gem condition are rare. This spectacular Gem is sharply
detailed and lustrous under attractive bluish-gray and champagne-gold toning. Outstanding eye appeal complements the high
technical grade. Greysheet bid...$7000. Trends...$7500.
This piece overflows with majestic rich toning on both the obverse and reverse. Excellent all-around definition and eye appeal to
match make this Gem 1842 dime a numismatic force. PCGs Price Guide....$3900
Toning is present on both sides of this Premium Gem, the colors particularly vibrant on the obverse. the shades include deep gold, redbrown, emerald-green, teal, steel-blue, and plum. this attractive piece exhibits a crisp strike. PCGS Price Guide...$4500
Central teal and azure tones are haloed by golden hues at the borders of this pleasing Gem. Overall well-struck.
The Variety Three Arrows dime is a necessity for type, and collectors have no choice but to vie for the few examples that were put
aside in high Mint State. The population at both services is remarkably low in MS66 and finer. Grey Sheet...$4250
None Finer. The 1854-O Arrows Dime is appreciably scarcer than its P-mint counterpart in all Mint State grades, particularly at the
Gem level of preservation. At the MS67 level only five pieces have been so graded, all by NGC, with none finer (9/16). The surfaces on
this piece are highly frosted and free from abrasions. The obverse has rich rose coloration in the center and is surrounded by deep
cobalt-blue at the margin. The reverse, on the other hand, is brilliant. An extremely attractive coin for the advanced type collector.
NGC Price Guide...$15,000.
Available in lower grades, the 1857 Seated dime becomes rare at the Premium Gem level and anything finer is almost unobtainable.
This piece is boldly struck, with satiny luster that is devoid of distracting abrasions. Both sides show splashes of aquamarine, amber,
violet, and champagne toning.
This is the sole finest example at NGC. There is only one finer Premium Gem reported by PCGS (and CAC-endorsed). Pinpoint-sharp
definition on the stars, Liberty's head, and the wreath is the hallmark of this incredible Gem key date. This coin is well-struck with steelgray surfaces and vibrant luster. The overall desirability is indisputable. PCGS Price Guide in MS66.....$88,000
One one finer in NGC or PCGS. This Superb Gem 1859 dime features a richly toned obverse with central pale-orange color that
gradually progresses to lilac, mint-green, and blue hues at the borders. The reverse is absolutely free of toning. Softly frosted luster
radiates over each side. NGC Price Guide....$7500
Large O. Dappled plum-mauve, jade-green, and golden-brown toning encompasses this sharply struck and lustrous Gem. Essentially
devoid of marks. A desirable New Orleans type coin. Census: 20 in 65, 15 finer (2/15)
Translucent champagne patina lightly accents mostly brilliant surfaces with shimmering mint luster.
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3475404

4669

1874-CC Arrows Dime - PCGS XF45

$29,500.00

3181602

4698

1887 10C - NGC MS67

$2,200.00

3315205
3106104
2855201
3457901

4702
4706
4769
4778

1889 10C - NGC MS67
1891 10C - PCGS MS65
1873 10c Arrows - NGC PR67CA
1881 10C - PCGS PR65

$2,050.00
$590.00
$12,700.00
$850.00

3475405

4783

1886 10C - PCGS PR65 CAC

$1,000.00

3510101

4806

1895 10C - PCGS MS65

$1,575.00

3510102

4826

1901-S 10C - PCGS MS66

$4,750.00

2338601

4831

1903-O 10C NGC MS65

$2,850.00

3500107

4842

1907 10C - NGC MS66 CAC

3181606

4859

1911-S 10C - NGC MS67

$3,750.00

3500106

4885

1901 10C - NGC PF66 CAC

$1,350.00

3500108
3500110
3505406
3315408

5072
5073
5077
5297

1937 10C - PCGS PR65 CAC
1938 10C - NGC PF66 CAC
1942 10C - PCGS PR66
1875-CC 20C MS65 PCGS

$485.00
$300.00
$200.00
$12,000.00

3264901

5353

1834 25C MS66 NGC

$29,500.00

3264902

5399

1841 25C MS65 NGC

$8,500.00

3350208

5442

1857 25C - PCGS MS66 CAC.

$4,900.00

3350211

5448

1859 25C - NGC Sharp MS65. Briggs 1-A

$3,950.00

3264908

5503

1876-S 25C NGC MS66

$2,640.00

3369002

5514

1882 25C - NGC MS67 (Star)

$3,900.00

$775.00

Key Date. The 1874-CC is the key to the Seated dime series, excluding the non-collectible 1873-CC No Arrows. Only 10,817 pieces were
struck. Our records indicate that a mere seven Choice XF specimens, and 14 coins have been graded higher. The surfaces display
magenta-orange and lilac accents. The surfaces on both sides are remarkably clean. Overall, this piece exudes considerable eye appeal.
Numismedia Retail...$32,644.
Fortin-Unlisted. The obverse date position is virtually identical to that of Fortin-116, but without the repunching on the 18. The reverse
is lightly cracked throughout the wreath, and both sides show minor clash marks. The surfaces are vibrantly lustrous, with just a hint of
warm golden color visible around the peripheries. Well-struck and carefully preserved. Census: 7 in 67, 2 finer (2/15)
Nicely toned superb gem. NGC Price Guide....$4400
Rich colorful and pleasing tones adorn this gem seted dime.
A bright, white example of the tougher "with arrows" type.
Mintage...975. A beautiful blend of rich tones on the obverse that run the spectrum of res-orange, teal and mauve. In contrast you
will find a light blend of teal and silver tones on the reverse. PCSG Price Guide...$1250
Mintage...886. This boldly struck Gem Proof dime is a delight to behold. The reflective surfaces are alive with a rich array of rose,
peach, crimson, blue, and gold iridescence -- the reverse wreath is particularly colorful. The CAC sticker attests to the overall quality of
this beauty.
The 1895 is a better date in Gem condition. This example displays a bold strike and clean, satiny surfaces. Mottled gold, lavender,
and aquamarine toning appears on the obverse, while the reverse is lighter champagne with hints of sea-green near the borders.
Population: 19 in 65, 32 finer (12/16). PCGS Price Guide...$2400
Low Mintage for the series...593,022. Housed in an original PCGS Green Holder.The 1901-S Barber dime is firmly established as one
of a series of key dates within the Barber dime set. Particularly at the Premium Gem level and above, the 1901-S becomes quite
scarce. This rose-gray PCGS example offers good eye appeal. The reverse is well-struck. Population: 7 in 66, 5 finer (11/16). PCGS
Price Guide...$6900. NGC Price Guide...$7500.
With a mintage of more than 8 million coins, the 1903-O dime is a somewhat available issue overall, but it suddenly becomes rare at
the Gem grade level, and finer pieces are exceedingly so. This representative displays attractive patina with softly lustrous, wellpreserved surfaces. Census: 5 in 65, 1 finer.
Non Finer. A remarkably preserved example with smooth, seemingly pristine surfaces. Boldly struck overall. Price Guide for a NONCAC...$1250.
This is an exciting coin -- a Condition Census example of one of the more plentiful San Francisco Mint issues in the Barber dime series
of 1892 to 1916. Fully struck and expertly preserved, this Superb Gem displays brilliant, satin white luster. PCGS Retail: $4950
Mintage...813. Vivid toning on both the obverse and reverse. The strike is bold, and the eye appeal is excellent. NGC Price Guide
for a NON-CAC...$2200. Last APR for a CAC coin...$1763
Mintage of just 5756 coins which is far less than the later Proof Mercury dime issues.
Mintage...8728. Nice flashy white premium gem. PCGS Price Guide $495.
We have three of these. All old holder premium Gems. Bright white and flashy. Price Guide...$230. In PR67...$325.
Variety: . BF-2, R.1. The variety showing the date shifted left in relation to the shield point and Brunner and Frost's "High Close CC"
reverse. Both sides display pristine surfaces, satiny luster, and appealing iridescent toning in shades of rose and olive. The 1875-CC is
the only collectible Carson City Mint twenty cent issue, and extremely popular. Only perhaps a dozen examples are certified finer at
both services combined. Population: 28 in 65, 9 finer (1/16).
Variety: B-4, R.1. Marvelous Patina and Preservation. A profusion of silver, gold, violet, mauve, and lavender tinged with jade further
enlivens lustrous surfaces. Top-notch strike and superb eye appeal. For the year 1834, NGC reports seven submissions in MS66 and
two MS67 finer. NGC Price Guide....$39,000
A very scarce coin in high grades. The surfaces of this sharply struck Gem display bright, satiny luster. Each side displays gray, lilac, and
rust-colored toning. An original and conditionally rare coin in such a superior grade. A well-struck and well-toned coin, one of two
examples in MS65 NGC. NGC Price GUide....$12,750
This lovely Premium Gem boasts untoned silver-white centers bounded by rose-cinnamon and blue-green rim toning on surfaces that
are well-struck and nicely preserved for the grade. A great type-coin representative of this relatively available date.PCGS Price
Guide...$14,000 in MS67--only a half grade higher.
Struck From the Proof Dies. This is a luminous example of one of the few No Motto quarter issues to be available in Gem condition.
The surfaces are well-defined all around, even on those obverse stars that are typically found weak. Complete with charming silverblue, slate, and rose-gray patina. Census: 9 in 65 (1 in 65+), 1 finer (3/16). NGC Price Guide...$6500.
Rings of mottled cobalt-blue, violet, and golden-russet toning frame silver-gray centers on each side. This lovely Premium Gem is wellstruck.
Both sides of this impeccably preserved Superb Gem are blanketed in vivid shades of sea-green, russet, and violet toning, with deeply
mirrored fields underneath. The design elements are sharply detailed. Overall eye appeal is tremendous. Census: 9 in 67 (1 in 67 â˜… ),
5 finer (4/16). Price Guide...$6900
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3264918

95561

1865 25C PF66 Cameo NGC. Briggs 3-B

$8,250.00

3510104

5574

1873 25C Arrows - PCGS PR64

$2,200.00

3510105

5585

1884 25C - PCGS PR67

$3,750.00

3500112

5586

1885 25C - NGC PF65 CAC

$1,450.00

3510103

5586

1869 25C - NGC PF66

$2,750.00

3265009

5601

1892 25C - NGC MS67

$3,100.00

3475406

5604

1893 25C - PCGS MS66CAC

$3,000.00

3315209

5623

1899-O 25C - NGC MS65

$2,500.00

3510106

5626

1900-O 25C - NGC MS66

$3,950.00

3315105

5648

1907-S 25C - PCGS MS66

$6,500.00

3368301

5660

1911-D 25C - PCGS MS65

$4,400.00

3500114

5674

1916-D Barber 25C - PCGS MS66 CAC

$1,325.00

3368913

5687

1901 25C - NGC PR66

$1,750.00

3369003

5687

1901 25C - PCGS PR67

$3,250.00

3505408

5700

1914 25C - PCGS PR66 CAC

$1,650.00

3510107

5701

1915 25C - NGC PF66

$1,700.00

3500115

5779

1930 25C - PCGS MS66FH CAC

$1,000.00

3475407

6156

1830 50C Large 0 - NGC MS64 CAC

$3,450.00

Rare. Final No Motto Issue. Mintage of only 500. Blue-green, purple, and golden-russet coloration frames the mostly brilliant, thickly
frosted portrait of Liberty on the obverse. The reverse is virtually untoned, aside from touches of rose and reddish-gold color at the
rims. NGC Price Guide...$10,5000.
Mintage...600. Briggs 5-D. Ocean-blue toning dominates the obverse. The reverse has a ruby-red and sun-gold margin bounding an
apple-green center. Crisply struck and undisturbed. NGC Price Guide...$3350. PCGs Price Guide...$2700.
Mintage...875. Only Four finer. The allure of the low mintage undoubtedly caused many to set aside examples of this date, but at
the PR67 level it is definitely a condition rarity. Each side is lightly toned and the proof mirrors flash strongly through the color. The
obverse is pale golden-rose while the reverse is teal with a dab of deep rose to the left of the eagle's head. Fully struck throughout.
Population: 8 in 67, 2 finer (11/16). PCGS Price Guide....$5750.
Mintage...930. Ex: Rev. Dr. James G.K. McClure. Vivid electric-blue, honey-gold, lavender-red, and forest-green toning encompass
this well-preserved Gem proof. The strike is precise aside from blending on the right-side stars. A colorful specimen of a scarce
proof date. Price Guide...$2300 for a NON-CAC. For MS66...$3200.
Mintage...600. Briggs 2-B, Flynn-DDO-001. Forest-green borders frame rose-red fields and cream-gray devices. A nicely struck and
undisturbed specimen. Only 3 finer certified by NGC. Price Guide...$5000,
Type Two Reverse. This fantastic Superb Gem quarter shows dusky gray patina over the obverse with daubs of multicolor toning.
Brilliant centers on the reverse turn to wonderful rainbow shades around the edges. Razor-sharp definition, especially on the talons,
fletchings, and the shield lines, is a further draw.
Only three certified Finer. One of which received a CAC designation. The 1893 Barber quarter is a rare issue at the MS66 grade level,
and finer examples are virtually unobtainable. This spectacular Premium Gem exhibits razor-sharp definition on all design elements
and the impeccably preserved, lustrous surfaces are blanketed in attractive shades of lavender-gray toning with hints of pale gold at
the rims. Price Guide for MS66...$4150. In MS67...$22,500
Blatant eye appeal is the hallmark of this lovely Gem 1899-O Barber quarter, an issue that is far more elusive in this grade than
generally realized. Rose, wine, violet, and lilac shades intermingle to delightful effect on the surfaces. Only 2 finer.
Lustrous and Untoned. Type Two Obverse, Type Two Reverse. The surfaces of this impressive piece are brilliant save. Liberty's
portrait is sufficiently sharp for an O-mint delivery of this type and creamy mint frost overlies both sides. Census: 3 in 66, 0 finer
(11/16). NGC Price Guide...$7000.
The 1907-S Barber quarter is scarce in Mint State and notably rare at the Premium Gem level. This piece is absolutely gorgeous and
second only to a few. Features Old-time aquamarine, champagne, and lavender-gray toning on each side, and the fields showcase
some reflectivity.
The 1911-D Barber quarter is a challenging issue in Mint State, in part due to its low mintage that falls just shy of 1 million coins. This
Gem example is conditionally rare, and only a few finer pieces are known. The obverse stars and portrait are boldly rendered with
Satiny luster throughout. Population: 6 in 65, 3 finer (11/15).
The Denver Mint focused on quarters in 1916 but not on other denominations -- most notably the Mercury dime, which was at once
a sensational rarity. The quarters, on the other hand, are anything but rare, although they are challenging in the highest Mint State
grades. This Premium Gem example displays patchy olive-gold and deep-gray toning over an exceptionally sharp strike. PCGS Price
Guide in NON-CAC...$1575. In MS67...$3750.
Mintage...813. A boldly struck proof with mirrored fields and distinctive toning. The obverse displays amber and olive splashes amid
champagne surfaces, while the reverse has deeper lavender and plum color. Price Guide...$3000
Mintage...813. This high-end Superb Gem proof type coin shows heavy mint frost of the relief elements contrasting against deep,
watery mirroring in the fields. The 1901 has the distinction of being the first proof Barber quarter issue of the 20th century, an issue of
obvious importance to type collectors. It is conditionally scarce at the Superb Gem grade level. Population: 9 in 67 (1 in 67+), 3 finer
(5/16). PCGs Price Guide...$4250
Mintage...380. Gems of course are scarce--in fact the entire issue is scarce! This prized Gem is toned with varying shades champagnebronze crossing both the frosted devices and highly reflective fields. Well deserving off the CAC designation. Price Guide...$2500
for a Non-CAC. $4750 in PR67.
Mintage...450. Daubs of lavender and russet border toning accent warm golden interiors on this Premium Gem 1915 proof. The
shield corner and the obverse stars are bold with modest cameo contrast that emerges from beneath the patina. NGC Price
Guide...$3750.
This example shows only a hint of bronze toning. And the Liberty's head undeniably offers generous sharpness. And what a spread!
NGC Price Guide...$1500 for a NON-CAC in MS66 FH and $5000 in MS67FH.
1830 50C Large 0, O-123, R.1, MS64 NGC. CAC. Ex: "Col." E.H.R. Green/Eric P. Newman Collection. One of four that possess a Large 0
in the date. This crisply struck example exhibits satin sheen and nearly comprehensive cobalt-blue and tan-brown toning. Each side
has small areas of lighter stone-gray coloring. The surfaces are uniformly smooth. Liberty's nose is strike doubled. Price
Guide...$4500. In MS65...10,500.
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3510108

6166

1834 50C Small Date Small Letters - PCGS MS64+

$2,850.00

3475408

6169

1836 Capped Bust Half - PCGS MS63 CAC

$2,070.00

3004501

6176

1837 50C - NGC MS64

$4,750.00

3315413

6238

1842-O 50C Rare Small Date, Small Letters - NGC MS61

$16,500.00

3265014

6239

1842 50C Medium Date, Large Letters, MS65 NGC

$7,250.00

3510109

6239

1842 50C Medium Date - PCGS MS65

$7,900.00

3265016

6243

1843 50C WB-101, MS66 NGC.

$17,000.00

3265018

6287

1856 50C WB-101, MS65 NGC. CAC

$5,750.00

3368914

6357

1877-S 50C Open Bud, Very Small S - PCGS MS65+ CAC.

$2,950.00

3315106

6361

1879 50C - NGC MS67

$7,500.00

3500119

6366

1884 50C - PCGS MS66 CAC

$5,850.00

3337501

6412

1858 50C - PCGS PR65

$5,750.00

3369006

6434

1873 50C Arrows - NGC PR66 (Star)

$15,700.00

3315107

6435

1874 Arrows 50C - NGC PF65

$7,500.00

3475411

6439

1878 50C - PCGS PR64 CAC

$1,440.00

3350214

6443

1882 50C - PCGS PR66

$3,300.00

3510110

6443

1882 50C - PCGS PR66

$3,300.00

3475413

6444

1883 50C - PCGS PR64 CAC

$1,440.00

3475416

6449

1888 50C - NGC PF65 CAC

$2,530.00

O-109, R.1, MS64+ PCGS. Star 10 is repunched, the primary identifier for Overton-109. Dynamic luster and an unmarked appearance
confirm the quality of the present near-Gem. The medium steel-gray and golden-brown surfaces are nicely struck and very desirable
in the present exceptional condition. Price Guide in MS64(Plus)...$5150.
Soft satin luster mingles with charming dove gray and pinkish-apricot patina. A boldly defined piece with uncommonly smooth surfaces
for the assigned grade. Fantastic eye appeal. PCGS Price Guide MS63...$2250. In MS64...$3750.
A lustrous light butter-gold near-Gem. Well struck and uncommonly smooth. 1837 is the only readily collectible issue of the two-year
50 CENTS type, struck with a steam-powered press instead of the screw press used in prior years. this near-Gem also represents an
important find for the Reeded Edge half dollar variety specialist. NGC Price Guide....$5750
Two die pairs were used to strike the rare Small Date, Small Letters 1842-O halves. The obverse die is the same for both varieties. Just
two other Mint State examples are known. Similar to those coins, this coin offers splendid appeal and unquestioned originality. The
strike is sharp on all of the motifs. Soft luster is complete beneath light, fawn-gold toning. Census: 1 in 61, 1 finer (2/16) NGC Price
Guide...$22,000.
Only one finer known. All Medium Date halves are rare in Uncirculated grades, and Gems are of the highest order of rarity with only a
small handful of others certified in this and finer grades. Sharply struck throughout, the surfaces of this Gem Medium Date 1842 half
are satiny and lustrous beneath mottled golden-brown, rose, and russet patina.
Variety: WB-104. This particular half shows a die crack that shoots to the left and upward from the 1 in the date, past the rock base
and into the rim beyond. The surfaces are richly toned with strong underlying mint luster. Sharply struck throughout. Population: 3
in 65, 1 finer (10/16). PCGS Price Guide...$9750. In MS66...$26,000.
The Sole Second-Finest Known. This sharply struck, well-preserved 1843 half dollar delivers excellent eye appeal via its frosty mint
luster shining through mottled olive, amber, and champagne toning on each side. PCGS Price Guide...$27,500
Prohibitively Rare in Finer Grades. Dappled lavender and olive patina with powder-blue tints invigorates the luminous, carefully
preserved surfaces of this eye-appealing Gem No Motto half. Only a few can be found certified in either service. NGC Price Guide in
MS66 is $17,500.
WB-102, Die Pair 12, R.3. Plus-Graded Gem Uncirculated Coin. This is a nicely toned, original example that is fully struck in all areas.
Both sides are lightly toned in subtle shadings of gray, rose, and lilac with strong underlying mint luster. Population (all 1877-S
varieties): 36 in 65 (1 in 65+, the present coin), 24 finer. CAC: 8 in 65, 8 finer (4/16). PCGS MS65+ Price Guide...$4750 for a non-CAC
coin. In MS66 coins price Guide is $6250.
Mintage....4800. This outstanding MS67 coin is one of only a small number of pieces that are worthy of the Superb Gem grade level.
Both sides display an attractive combination of vibrant luster and semiprooflike mirroring, with blended mint-gold, ocean-blue, and
lavender-gold hues blanketing each side. NGC Price Guide $13,500.
This is a simply beautiful example of this popular and eagerly sought low mintage issue. Complete with golden-olive, cobalt blue,
reddish-orange and champagne pink iridescence. The luster is exceptionally vibrant with a smooth satin to semi-reflective finish.
The strike is razor-sharp throughout. PCGS Price Guide...$6500 for a NON-CAC coin. In MS67 ...$13,500
Mintage...100. Only Three Finer Coins at PCGS. This sharply detailed Gem displays deeply mirrored fields under attractive shades of
cobalt-blue and lavender-gray toning. Population: 6 in 65, 3 finer (8/16). PCGS Price Guide...$8500
Mintage...550. WB-106. Conditionally Rare, One-Sided Cameo. This With Arrows, Open 3 proof is among the finest non-Cameos at
NGC, showing a full strike and mirrored fields. Warm sun-gold toning appears over much of each side, and ribbons of blue and violet
grace the right-hand peripheries. Census: 9 in 66 (2 in 66 â˜… ), 0 finer (5/16). NGC Price Guide $32,500.
Mintage...750. Although undesignated, this piece is clearly a Cameo proof with nice field-to-device contrast. The ivory-white surfaces
show a hint of gray, accompanied by peripheral blue and iridescent toning on both sides. Price Guide....$9500
Mintage...800. Sharply struck and lightly toned, pale blue accents visit both sides of this peach-gold proof. This Choice example carries
the CAC endorsement for quality and eye appeal, an important vote in its favor. Population: 51 in 64, 21 finer. CAC: 5 in 64, 2 finer.
PCGS Price Guide in PR64...$1875. In PR65...$3150.
Mintage...1100. This sought-after date enjoys an ultra-low mintage of 4,400 business strikes, forcing many collectors to turn instead to
one of the 1,110 proofs minted. The obverse shows rainbow hues around the margins with dusky gold patina over the interior
portions. Peripheral wisps of gold, green, and rose color the otherwise brilliant and remarkably contrasted reverse. The level of
preservation, like the visual quality, is exceptional. Population: 20 in 66, 2 finer (3/16). PCGS Retail...$4,500.
Mintage...1100. This amazing proof has fully mirrored fields and frosty devices beneath delicate mauve, cobalt, emerald, and gold
toning. Population: 21 in 66, 2 finer (11/16). PCGS Price Guide...$4,200. NGC Price Guide...$5400.
Mintage...1039. Faint reddish-gold toning on both sides yields to a thin band of blue at the reverse rim. A nicely preserved, near-Gem
proof with problem-free surfaces and a sharp strike. The overall eye appeal is impressive. PCGS Price Guide in PR64...$1875. In
PR65...$3150
Mintage...800. This lovely Gem proof exhibits razor-sharp detail with gleaming mirrors in the fields. Both sides are dusted with smokygold toning which shows undertones of rainbow color in the left obverse field and hints of olive and amber on the reverse. Price Guide
in PF65...$3800. In PF66...$4900.
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3368305

6481

1898-O Half Dollar - NGC MS65

$6,250.00

3369007

6487

1900-O 50C - PCGS MS65

$10,700.00

3369009

6493

1902-O 50C - NGC MS67

$17,500.00

3456304

6493

1902-O 50C - NGC MS65

$6,300.00

3317301

6499

1904-O 50C - PCGS MS65 CAC

$11,500.00

3369010

6499

1904-O 50C - NGC MS65

$10,500.00

3270004

6504

1906 50C - PCGS MS65

$2,300.00

3106112

6508

1907 50C - NGC MS65

$2,300.00

3510111

6509

1907-D 50C - PCGS MS66

$2,600.00

3510112

6511

1907-S 50C - PCGS MS65

$9,500.00

3290601

6516

1909 50C - PCGS MS65

$2,100.00

3510113

6519

1910 50C - PCGS MS65

$2,850.00

3105314

6522

1911-D 50C - NGC MS65

$2,950.00

3190412
3350217

6525
6531

1912-D 50C - PCGS MS65
1914-S 50C - PCGS MS65 CAC

$2,250.00
$4,250.00

3475418

6552

1905 50C - PCGS PR65 CAC

$2,300.00

3510114

6552

1905 50C - PCGS PR67

$3,950.00

3510115

6556

1909 50C - NGC PF67

$3,950.00

3475421

6580

1920 50C - PCGS MS65 CAC

$4,025.00

3505409

6640

1940 50C - NGC PF66

$600.00

Mintage...874,000. The surfaces of this gem seated half dollar display satiny luster that softly glows in the fields. Both sides have light
lavender, gold, and amber-orange toning. For a New Orleans issue of this period, the strike is uncommonly sharp. Population: 8 in 65,
5 finer (2/16). Price Guide...$9000
the 1900-O Barber half dollar saw limited survival in Mint State. Any such coin is scarce, and Gems are genuine rarities. The interiors
show light champagne toning, while the peripheries have deeper amber-gold and ocean-blue color. Population: 7 in 65, 4 finer (4/16).
NGC Price Guide...$15,000
Tied for Finest Certified. The surfaces are bright and semireflective with extraordinary flash and immediate eye appeal. The visual
appeal of the coin is immediate and unforgettable and the technical quality is unsurpassed. The certified population for the 1902-O is
scant in Mint State and pieces grading finer than MS65 are extremely rare. Census: 2 in 67, 0 finer (5/16). NGC Price Guide...$24,000.
Splendid Original Toning. Pastel gold and iridescent toning resides on the fully lustrous surfaces of this Gem New Orleans Mint Barber
half dollar. A full cartwheel effect is visible through the toning. Only 7 Finer certified by NGC. Price Guide...$9500.
EX. Friend. This is a Gem MS65 example of the challenging 1904-O Barber half dollar. The obverse has medium gold toning that
deepens slightly near the border. The reverse has lighter ivory color with peripheral gold at the upper half of the border. It is quite
boldly defined. PCGS Price Guide...MS65 for 12,000 and MS66 for $22,500.
None Finer at NGC. The 1904-O Barber half dollar is an elusive issue in any Mint State grade, almost unobtainable above the MS65
level. This spectacular Gem offers well-detailed design elements and lustrous, well-preserved original surfaces, under rich shades of
magenta, sea-green, and amber toning. Ample mint luster shines through the patina. Census: 4 in 65, 0 finer (4/16). NGC Price
Guide...$12,900
Razor-Sharp Strike Definition. The stars and hair strands are complete, and the right shield corners shows all horizontal lines. Even the
wrinkles on the eagle's right claw are delineated. Golden-olive and lilac-gray hues prevail over each side.
Splashes of golden-tan, powder-blue, and stone-gray embrace this lustrous Gem Barber half. Only a small group have been graded
higher in both PCGS and NGC.
The 1907-D is rarely offered in Premium Gem or finer condition. This colorfully toned example displays sun-gold, lavender, and
ocean-blue over each side. Population: 13 in 66 (2 in 66+), 2 finer (11/16). PCGS Price Guide...$4250. NGC Price Guide...$5150.
The 1.25 million pieces struck for this San Francisco half dollar issue went from the Granite Lady out into an earthquake-devastated
city. Little thought was given to saving examples for the future, and the vast majority of the issue went straight into commerce.
High-end survivors such as this satiny Gem are rare and treasured exceptions to the rule of heavily circulated examples. With its
pleasing design definition and rich rose, orange, green, blue, and violet patina, this carefully preserved coin is a winner in every
respect. Population: 9 in 65, 9 finer (11/16). PCGS Priuce Guide...$10,000.
High-grade specimens of the 1909 Barber Half are seldom encountered in today's market. This sharply detailed Gem displays vibrant
mint luster, under shades of champagne-gold and ice-blue toning.
The 1910 Barber half dollar is scarce in MS65 and rarely seen finer. This piece offers a bold strike and frosty luster that's most white
with a hint of light champagne toning. Barber half dollars, even the high-mintage dates, were seldom preserved in high grade. The
1910, with a limited 418,000-coin production, is even scarcer than some other issues in Gem condition. Housed in a green label
holder. Population: 23 in 65 (3 in 65+), 8 finer (11/16). PCGS Price Guide...$4000.
The highly lustrous surfaces of this D-mint Gem half dollar are visited by dapples of russet and electric-blue at the margins, and a welldirected strike leaves strong definition on the design elements.
Nice original piece. Pleasing medium tones with luster and a little amber around the rim.
Like most issues in the Barber series, the 1914-S half dollar is conditionally scarce in Gem condition and rare any finer. This CACendorsed coin displays satiny luster with a hint of champagne toning.
Mintage...727. A fully struck, mostly untoned Gem proof, showing traces of champagne color on each side. The mirrored fields
contrast modestly with satiny design elements. PCGS Price Guide for PR65...$2750. In PR66...$4500
One of the few finest survivors of this midseries Barber half entry, the present Superb Gem 1905 half dollar displays a rich palette of
olive, gray, and iridescent aqua, lilac, and violet, along with a full proof strike. Population: 15 in 67 (1 in 67+), 1 finer (11/16). PCGS
Price Guide...$6000. NGC Price Guide...$7900.
Mintage...650. This Superb Gem Barber half displays original proof set toning -- a dramatic combination of colors and hues that
characterize a hoard of original proof sets that were released into the market shortly after certified grading gained acceptance.
Glassy-mirrored surfaces exist on both sides of this example, although the mirroring is visually secondary to the vibrant obverse
shades of cobalt-blue, violet, amber-gold, pumpkin-orange, and pale ivory. The reverse shows primarily pale peach-gold patina with
deep-blue accents. Technical quality is superb. The strike is pinpoint sharp. NGC Price Guide...$8000.
The 1920 Walking Liberty half dollar is not recognized as a rare date, but it is elusive in MS65 or finer grades. PCGS has certified just
100 in MS65, and only 33 finer. CAC has only approved 13 in MS65 and just four finer (6/16). This lovely Gem exhibits delicate
champagne toning with splashes of rich gold peripheral toning. PCSg Price Guide...
Mintage...11279. Bright white and flashy premium gem. Price Guide...$725.
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3505410

6642

3510116

6852

3369012

1942 50C - NGC PF68

$3,000.00

Mintage...21,120. Only 8 finer certified. A splendidly well-preserved example of the final issue in the proof Walking Liberty half
dollar series. The strike is full throughout, and the obverse exhibits equals the obverse with brilliant and reflective surfaces. Price
Guide...$5200.

1795 Flowing Hair S$1 - PCGS VF20

$4,400.00

6873

1798 $1 Large Eagle, Pointed 9, Wide Date - NGC AU55

$7,900.00

3368920

40052

1799 $1 - PCGS XF40

$3,950.00

3275501

6900

1803 S$1 Small 3 S$1 - NGC MS61

$22,000.00

3339804

7016

1868 Seated S$1 - NGC PF67

$26,000.00

3305503

7034

1874 T$1 - NGC MS65

$9,900.00

3475422

7041

1876 T$1 - NGC MS63 CAC

$1,625.00

3270008

7044

1877 T$1 MS65 PCGS. CAC

$16,000.00

3475501

7062

1882 T$1 - NGC PF65 CAC

$6,200.00

3405708
3470306
3500121
3417406
3405706
3405701
3416204
3405705
3405711a
3417407
2328501
3500122
3475502

7100
7118
7124
7130
7134
7140
7144
7144
7144
7152
7164
7166
7194

1880-CC S$1 - NGC MS65
1880-S S$1 - PCGS MS67 CAC
1881 S$1 - PCGS MS66 CAC
1881-S S$1 - PCGS MS67 CAC
1882-CC S$1 - NGC MS65
1882-S S$1 - NGC MS66
1883-CC S$1 - PCGS MS65
1883-CC S$1 - NGC MS65
1883-CC S$1 - NGC MS66
1884-CC S$1 - PCGS MS65
1885-S S$1 - PCGS MS65
1886 S$1 - NGC MS66 CAC
1889-S $1 - PCGS MS66 CAC

$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,300.00
$1,500.00
$500.00
$1,000.00
$325.00
$480.00
$775.00
$555.00
$1,950.00
$300.00
$4,950.00

3500201

7202

1890-S S$1 - PCGS MS66 CAC

$3,600.00

3510501

7320

1885 S$1 - NGC PF66

$6,500.00

Mintage...160,295. Three Leaves, B-5, BB-27, R.1. The die line behind Liberty's highest neck curl is well-known to specialists as the
identifier for Bolender-5. This originally toned crown-sized Flowing Hair type coin has dusky peach-red fields. The motifs are stonegray, and the obverse margin is forest-green. PCGS Price Guide...$5850. NGC Price Guide...$6250.
B-22, BB-104, R.4. This impressive, scarcer-variety early dollar displays dappled cream-gray and golden-brown toning. Nicely struck
and partly lustrous. Adjustment marks on the central obverse are conspicuous but completely as struck. Price Guide...$12000
B-11, BB161. Like its predecessor (the BB-160 variety), the BB-161 is a "No Berries" reverse although it is often not recognized as
such. Bluish-brown toning on both sides displays orange-gold mint luster in the protected areas. Price Guide...$4350
Variety: BB-254, B-4. Light to medium intensity bluish-gray and golden-gray patina bathes lustrous surfaces on this MS61 dollar, and a
well executed strike leaves sharp definition on the design features that are nicely centered on the planchet. The reverse dentilation is
strong. NGC Price Guide...$32,500
Mintage...600. NONE FINER. This remarkable Superb Gem exhibits sharply detailed design elements and deeply mirrored fields
throughout. The immaculate surfaces are richly patinated in vivid shades of emerald-green, cerulean-blue and lilac toning, with
fantastic eye appeal. NGC Price Guide...$45,000.
Toned with golden biscuit shades over both sides with strong Mint luster shining through. A condition rarity that is one of the finer
examples known of this date and Mint. Most of the nearly 1 million struck of this issue went directly to the Orient, where they
circulated or melted. Price Guide....$17,000
Mintage...455,000. Type One Obverse, Type Two Reverse. Dusky walnut-brown and dove-gray toning embraces this satiny and well
struck Centennial-year Trade dollar. Encapsulated in a former generation holder. Price Guide in MS63...$2450. In MS64...$3600.
Dusky violet and steel-gray patina covers both sides of this Gem Trade dollar. PCGS Price Guide values this coin one half grade higher
in MS66 for $38,000.
Mintage...1097. This CAC-endorsed Gem is finer than the typical 1882 proof Trade dollar, showing a bold strike and deeply reflective
fields beneath rich, original toning. The obverse displays lavender, ocean-blue, and lemon-gold, while the reverse has a blended
lavender-blue appearance. NGC Price Guide in PF65...$9,750. In PF66...$13,500.
3/4 Moon tone on Obverse
PQ. Old Green Holder. Blazing White. Price Guide for "Non-CAC" MS67...$775. For MS68...$5000
Only nine finer certified. Nice original coin. Price Guide...$2100 for a NON CAC coin. In MS67...$21,000.
Blast White coins housed in old holders.
Blast White.
PQ - Stunning gold tone on obverse
Brilliant White....Old Holder Gem
One White ad One Toned
Two Blast White and one with steady golden tones
PQ Green Holder
(P 7164) Sharply struck with thick mint frost. The 1885-S was heavily represented in the Redfield hoard.
Mostly white with attractive toning around the perimeter of the coin. NGC Price Guide...$415 NON CAC. In MS67...$1300
Mintage...700,000. This Premium Gem has sharp design features and is filled with Luster. Of all of the Morgan dollars produced
between the years of 1878 and 1921, from five different mints, only 18 issues had mintages of less than one million coins, and this
1889-S is one of those. Among the examples certified by PCGS and NGC, just one coin has been graded finer. PCGS Price Guide in
MS66...$5,600. In MS67...$35,000.
A wholly original Gem bathed in a blend of soft silver-apricot and lilac-gray patina. The surfaces are expectably smooth for the
assigned grade. Only 3 finer certified with a CAC sticker. Conditionally scarce MS-66 quality for this otherwise relatively obtainable
San Francisco Mint Morgan dollar issue. PCGS Price Guide for a NON-CAC coin...$3600. For a coin in MS67...$17,500.
Mintage...930. This richly toned Premium Gem proof has plenty of aesthetic appeal. Viewed at an advantageous angle, ruby-red,
blue, orange, and yellow-gold toning vie for prominence across the technically high-quality surfaces. An original and mark-free
Premium Gem proof for those who prefer natural patina from long-time preservation, likely in a kraft envelope. Census: 21 in 66, 9
finer (11/16). NGC Price Guide...$9700

3505411
3417409

7443
7443

Silver Dollars

Everything Gold
1903 Jefferson G$1 - PCGS MS64
1903 McKinley G$1 - NGC MS66 CAC

$800.00
POR

Green Holder.
Older Holder
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3415702

7444

3500211

7444

3315803
3315801

7447
7448

3315804

7449

3505413
3315808

7449
7450

3315807

7454

3415703

7455

3500212

7455

3315809

7458

3415704

7459

3315810

7459

3335204

7466

3415706

7466

3460001

7510

3369014

7521

3500203

7590

3500204

7590

3500206

7854

3500207

7858

3500208

8000

1903 G$1 Louisiana Purchase Exposition, McKinley Portrait.$1,450.00
MS-66 (PCGS) Mintage...17,500. The 1903 Louisiana Purchase Exposition gold dollars, with either Jefferson or McKinley portrayed on the obverse,
were the first commemorative gold dollar issues. Designed by Charles E. Barber, the two varieties have identical mintages of 17,500
pieces, and most collectors try to add both varieties to their collections. This Gem McKinley example in its original frosty gold finish is a
great companion to the Jefferson variety listed earlier.
1903 G$1 McKinley - PCGS MS64 CAC
$810.00
Mintage...17,500. Frosty yellow-gold luster with a sharp strike and abundant eye appeal. The Louisiana Purchase Exposition, held
in St. Louis in 1904, was the occasion of this souvenir coin's production. PCGS Price Guide in MS64 NON-CAC...$800. In
MS65...$1450.
1904 G$1 Lewis & Clark - PCGS MS66
$6,750.00
Mintage...10,250. Superb gem with gorgeous eye appeal. NGC Price Guide...$8600.
1905 G$1 Lewis & Clark - PCGS MS65
$5,900.00
Mintage...10,041. Older holder. This softly frosted yellow-gold Gem has a sharp strike with eye appeal that's most pleasing. The Lewis
and Clark gold dollars were issued as souvenir pieces for the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition, held in Portland, Oregon in 1905.
CDN...$6800. PCGS Price Guide...$7950
1915-S G$1 Pan Pac - PCGS MS66
$1,675.00
Mintage...15,000. Old Holder. This well-preserved Panama-Pacific gold dollar displays luminous rich golden luster for excellent eye
appeal. The MS66 grade is bettered by just 67 coins at PCGS. PCGS Price Guide...$1900.
1915-S G$1 Pan Pac - NGC MS64
$700.00
Mintage...15,000. Nice Fresh Gold near gem.
1915-S $2.5 Pan Pac - PCGS MS66
$6,000.00
Mintage...6749. This softly frosted yellow-gold Panama-Pacific quarter eagle appears virtually pristine. The design elements are boldly
struck. Only 6,749 examples were distributed in conjunction with the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, held in San Francisco in
1915, and pieces surviving finer than this coin are scarce. NGC Price Guide...$7750.
1916 G$1 McKinley - PCSG MS66
$1,500.00
Mintage...9977. A sharp, frosty example with wheat-gold luster and unabraded surfaces. The McKinley Memorial gold dollar was
struck dated 1916 and 1917, and both issues are elusive above the Premium Gem level. PCGS Price Guide...$1750.
1917 G$1 McKinley - PCGS MS-65
$1,300.00
A satiny, vibrant and vivid example bathed in lovely orange-gold patina. Solid Gem quality for the astute collector of classic U.S. Mint
commemorative coinage.
1917 G$1 McKinley - PCGS MS66 CAC
$1,900.00
Mintage...10,000. Vivid rose-orange patina blends with vibrant satin luster on both sides of this simply outstanding Premium Gem.
From the second of two years of the type, and somewhat scarcer than the 1916 issue. Price Guide for a NON-CAC issue...$2350. In
MS67...4500.
1922 G$1 Grant No Star - NGC MS65 CAC
$1,800.00
Mintage...5,000. This CAC recognized light yellow-gold Gem exhibits satiny luster and bold design definition. These pieces are popular
with Civil War collectors due to Grant's association with that event. NGC Price Guide...$2800 for a Non-CAC.
1922 Grant Memorial Gold Dollar with Star - PCGS MS-64 $1,575.00
Mintage...5016. This aesthetically appealing Grant gold dollar is deep orange gold with splashes of olive and deeper golden iridescence
throughout. Only 5,016 examples of this popular scarcity were distributed, but no doubt far fewer than that total could be accounted
for today. Choice for the grade.
1922 G$1 Grant With Star - NGC MS66
$2,100.00
Mintage...5016. The attractive gold color of this Premium Gem With Star dollar offers gleaming yellow-gold patina that forms a
suitable palette. You will find the surfaces of the coin to be smooth and lustrous. NGC Price Guide...$3225.
1926 $2.5 Sesqui - PCGS MS65 CAC
$2,190.00
Mintage...46,019. A beautiful Gem representative of this popular gold commemorative issue, with well-detailed design elements and
well-preserved golden surfaces. Vibrant mint luster adds to the considerable eye appeal. A very CAC-worthy piece. PCGS Retail in
MS66...$6450
1926 $2.5 Sesquicentennial - PCGS MS65
$1,950.00
The 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle is typically offered no finer than MS-64. This example has solid Gem quality surfaces that are
highly lustrous with a smooth satin texture. The toning is impressive with blushes of rose tinting in the centers that yield to goldenorange toward the borders.
1850-C G$1 - NGC AU55
$3,750.00
Mintage...6966. A crisply struck butter-gold example of this low-mintage Charlotte issue. Luster emerges from design crevices. Price
Guide...$4800.
1853 Gold Dollar - NGC MS67
$13,500.00
Tied for Finest at NGC. Rare! The 1853 is one of the few Type One gold dollars that is obtainable in Superb Gem condition. However,
coins grading so fine are rare. Unlike in the 1880s, few high-end examples of the Type One design were spared from circulation. This
MS67 example is tied with eight others as the finest 1853 example at NGC, and only four finer examples are reported at PCGS (4/16).
The strike is razor-sharp, and the frosty surfaces yield blended rose, mint, and yellow-gold hues. Price Guide...$22,500
1889 G$1 - PCGS MS65 CAC
$1,200.00
Mintage...28,950. The final year of issue for the gold dollars except for a few later commemoratives. This Gem has light yellow
surfaces and frosty luster. NON-CAC PCGS Price guide in MS65...$1350. In MS66...$1850.
1889 G$1 - PCGS MS66 CAC
$1,600.00
Rich golden patina endows this pristine and precisely struck premium gem gold type coin. PCGS Price Guide...$1850 for NON-CAC.
In MS67...$3400
1902 $2.5 - PCGS MS66 CAC
$1,500.00
Mintage...133,540. This stunning Premium Gem is boldly defined with effulgent luster and exceptional aesthetic appeal. Marvelous
honey-gold surfaces. All worthy of the CAC designation
1906 $2.5 - PCGS MS66 CAC
$1,500.00
Mintage...176,330. Frosty mint luster coruscates across the attractive surfaces of this exceptional Premium Gem. A razor-sharp
strike joins the list of accolades. PCGS Price Guide...$1600 in MS66 NON-CAC. In MS67...$3500
1878 $3 - PCGS MS62 CAC
$2,500.00
Mintage...82304 Lustrous fields complement orange-gold patina on this Mint State 1878 three dollar gold piece. PCGS Price
Guide...$2500 for a NON-CAC issue. And $3700 for one in MS63.
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3293904

8007

1885 $3 - PCGs MS65+

$29,500.00

3051605

8208

1842-C Small Date $5 - NGC MS63 CAC

$147,500.00

3472801
3457802b
3457802c
3472801b
3472801c
3472801e
3472801f
3472801i
3472801j
3457802a
3372401
3374201a

8223
8288
8328
8345
8347
8348
8350
8366
8371
8377
8383
8383

1845 $5 - PCGS AU50
1861 $5 - PCGS AU58
1873 Open 3 $5 - PCGS MS61
1878 $5 - PCGS MS61
1878-S $5 - PCGS AU58
1879 $5 - PCGS MS61
1879-S $5 - PCGS MS61
1884-S $5 - PCGS MS62
1887-S $5 - PCGS MS63
1891 $5 - PCGS MS62
1893 $5 - NGC MS64+
1893 $5 - NGC MS65

$600.00
$1,100.00
$850.00
$650.00
$500.00
$450.00
$650.00
$575.00
$650.00
$775.00
$800.00
$2,000.00

3472801m
3457802e
3372401a
3375016a

8390
8392
8398
8400

1895 $5 - PCGS MS64
1896 $5 - PCGS MS64
1899 $5 - NGC MS64+
1900 $5 - NGC MS65

$720.00
$1,200.00
$800.00
$2,600.00

3472801p
1902$5MS63
3350401

8401
8405
8407

1900-S $5 - PCGS MS63
1902 $5 - PCGS MS63
1903 $5 - NGC MS65

$650.00
$650.00
$2,000.00

3375016
3472801r
3472801s
3472801T
3472801u
3472801v
3472801w
3350401a

8408
8410
8410
8412
8412
8413
8415
8416

1903-S $5 - PCGS MS65 CAC
1904-S $5 - PCGS AU Details
1904-S $5 - PCGS MS61
1905-S $5 - PCGS MS61
1905-S $5 - PCGS MS62
1906 $5 - PCGS MS64
1906-S $5 - PCGS MS63
1907 $5 - NGC MS65

$2,600.00
$450.00
$850.00
$550.00
$650.00
$720.00
$750.00
$2,000.00

3418901
3472801d
3475701c
3475701L
3475701M
3475701e
3475701g
1913S$5AU50
3475701i
3475701j
3475701k
2326707

8416
8416
8513
8514
8514
8522
8524
8526
8528
8531
8532
8563

1878-S $5 - NGC MS61
1878-S $5 - PCGS MS61
1909 $5 - PCGS MS63
1909-D $5 - PCGS MS63
1909-D $5 - PCGS MS64
1911-S $5 - PCGS AU58
1912-S $5 - PCGS AU58
1913-S $5 - NGC AU50
1914-D $5 - PCGS MS61
1915-S $5 - PCGS AU55
1916-S $5 - PCGS AU58
1800 $10 - PCGS AU58

$750.00
$750.00
$1,000.00
POR
POR
$550.00
$1,000.00
$475.00
$550.00
$750.00
$750.00
$25,000.00

1893$5MS63
3475305a
1901$10MS63

8725
8733
8747

1893 $10 - PCGS MS63+
1895-O $10 - PCGS XF45
1901 $10 - PCGS MS63+

$1,000.00
$625.00
$850.00

There are many low-mintage issues in the three dollar gold series, but the 1885 stands out as one of just three dates with a mintage
below 1,000 coins. Only 801 pieces were struck, and high-end examples are among the most sought-after in the series. This Gem
representative is an eye-appealing piece and among the finer-known examples of this date. The devices are sharply struck and frosted,
providing subtle contrast with nearly prooflike fields. Coin World Coin Value Trends for MS65....$37,500. PCGS Price Guide for
MS66...$42,500
FINEST KNOWN...The luster on each side of this rare early gold piece is flashy and radiant. This remains the only NGC-certified 1842-C
Small Date half eagle in MS63 or better. The best collection of Charlotte gold must include an example of the 1842-C Small Date half
eagle, and here is one of the best-preserved survivors. Independent Numismedia Price Guide Estimate....$200,000.
Nice and original
Nice and original
Nice and original
Nice and original
Nice and original
Nice and original
Nice and original
Nice and Original
Nice and original
PQ. Nice and Original Better Date 5 Lib. PCGS Price Guide for MS62...$685. In MS63...$1450.
Nice original better date $5 Lib. Price Guide: MS64...$1600 MS65...$3500
The attractive orange-gold surfaces of this delightful Gem comes complete with vibrant mint luster. The design elements are welldetailed and eye appeal is outstanding. Only 9 finer certified by NGC. Price Guide...$3500
Nice and original.
Only three graded finer by PCGS. Nice fresh and original. PCGS Price Guide...$2500
Nice Original Better Date $5 Lib. Price Guide: MS64...$1100 MS65...$3400
This spectacular Gem displays razor-sharp definition on all design elements and exhibits well-preserved peach-gold surfaces. PCGS
Price Guide...$3300
Nice and original.
PQ. Bright and Lustrous. Price Guide in MS64...$1900
A sharply detailed Gem, this 1903 Liberty half eagle is an important condition rarity. Both sides have brilliant yellow-gold luster and
satiny surfaces. Census: 20 in 65 (1 in 65+), 10 finer (8/16). Price Guide...$3300
A delightful Gem, with vibrant mint luster and sharply detailed design elements throughout. PCGS Price Guide...$3300 (Non-CAC).
Designation: Environmental Damage
Nice and original.
Nice and original.
Nice and original.
Nice and original.
Nice and original.
The penultimate Liberty half eagle, this Gem exhibits brilliant and frosty yellow surfaces with full cartwheel luster. Both sides display
bold design definition. NGC has certified only 53 numerically finer examples Price Guide...$3400
Mintage...144,700. Nice original Better Date $5 Lib. Price Guide in MS61...$1000. MS62...$1550
Mintage...144,700. Nice original Better Date $5 Lib. Price Guide in MS61...$1000. MS62...$1550
PQ. Nice fresh and original.
Nice fresh and original.
Nice fresh and original.
Nice fresh and original.
Nice fresh and original.
NGC Price Guide...$670
Nice fresh and original.
Nice fresh and original.
Nice fresh and original.
This is a gorgeous near-Mint example with attractive patina and sharp definition on the devices. It is sharply struck with faint highpoint
wear noted on both sides. A noteworthy example of this early eagle coinage.
PQ. Price Guide in MS64 $2250
Nice and original.
PQ. PCGS Price Guide in MS64...$1360
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1901S$10MS64
3110010

8749
8751

1901-S $10 - PCSG MS64
1902-S $10 - NGC MS66

$1,175.00
$8,500.00

3475305e
3475301a

8753
8853

1903-O - $10 - PCGS AU Details
1908 $10 Indian No Motto - PCGS AU55

3475301b
3475301c
3475301e
3297612

8854
8854
8861
9052

1908-D $10 Indian No Motto - PCGS Genuine
1908-D $10 Indian No Motto - PCGS AU53
1908-S $10 Indian - PCGS XF45
1907 $20 Liberty - NGC MS65

$750.00
$750.00
$950.00
$6,500.00

1908STGMS63
3318105
1911P$20MS62
1914P$20MS64
1911DSTGMS63

9147
9152
9157
9157
9158

1908 $20 Saint - PCGS MS63
1909-D $20 Saint - ICG EF45
1911 $20 Saint - NGC MS62
1911-P $20 Saint - NGC MS64
1911-D $20 Saint - NGC MS63

$1,800.00
$1,400.00
$1,550.00
$4,000.00
$1,350.00

1911DSTGMS64
3462803

9158
9158

1911-D $20 Saint - NGC MS64
1911-D $20 Saint - NGC MS65 CAC

$1,400.00
$3,750.00

1911SSTGMS63
1913DSTGMS63
1914DSTGMS63
1914DSTGMS64
1914SSTGMS63
1914S$20MS64
1914S$20MS65
3371801
1915SSTGMS63
1915S$20MS64
1915S$20MS65
1916SSTGMS63
3060902

9159
9162
9165
9165
9166
9166
9166
9167
9168
9168
9168
9169
9173

1911-S $20 Saint - NGC MS63
1913-D $20 Saint - NGC MS63
1914-D $20 Saint - NGC MS63
1914-D $20 Saint - NGC MS64
1914-S $20 Saint - NGC MS63
1914-S $20 Saint - NGC MS64
1914-S $20 Saint - NGC MS65
1915 $20 Saint - NGC MS61
1915-S $20 Saint - NGC MS63
1915-S $20 Saint - NGC MS64
1915-S $20 Saint - NGC MS65
1916-S $20 Saint - NGC MS63
1922 $20 Saint - PCGS or NGC MS65

$1,385.00
$1,675.00
$1,385.00
$1,450.00
$1,350.00
$1,400.00
$2,250.00
$1,375.00
$1,350.00
$1,400.00
$2,100.00
$1,350.00
$3,500.00

3500214

9220

9990005

11217

1836 Gobrecht Silver S$1 (J-58) - NGC PF64

3086503

60984

1869 50c (J-754) - PCGS PR66

$675.00
$850.00

PQ. PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$3500
Only One Finer! The 1902-S Liberty eagle is an available date and a popular type coin. The 1902-S is very rare in MS66 condition,
however, and finer specimens are virtually unobtainable. This sharply detailed Premium Gem displays vibrant mint luster and pristine
peach-gold surfaces, with terrific eye appeal. Population: 7 in 66, 1 finer. NGC Price Guide $11,250.
Decent coin.
Low mintage. Nice and original. The 1908 No Motto Indian eagle represents the final year of the short-lived No Motto design and
claims a low-mintage of 33,500 coins. Yellow-gold and peach hues, along with nice luster, contribute to the eye appeal of this
Choice AU representative.
Nice fresh and original. We'll let you decide the grade of these pieces.
Nice fresh and original
Nice fresh and original.
A simply exquisite condition rarity from the final year of the historic and long-lived Liberty double eagle series. Bathed in a blend of
orange-gold patina and billowy satin luster, the surfaces really need to be seen to be fully appreciated. They are exceptionally smooth
for both the issue and type, and also offer crisp striking detail throughout the design. While the 1907 is among the more readily
obtainable Type III Liberty double eagles in an absolute sense, the issue is seldom offered any finer than MS-64. Indeed, this is one of
the finest examples known and would greatly enhance an already impressive collection. One finer known. NGC Price Guide...$11,400.
Nice bright and original look. Spot Free.
Mintage...52,500. Nice and original. Price Guide $1700
Nice fresh and original. Price Guide...$2050.
Nice Fresh and Original. Price Guide...$4650
Mintage...846,500. Nice Fresh and Original. Only about 2% of the mintage have been certified MS63 or better.. NGC Price Guide
$1900
Mintage...846,500. Nice fresh and original better date Saint. Five times rarer than Generic Dates. Price Guide...$2150
Fully struck with a finely textured satin finish that provides strong visual appeal. a bold strike complements the excellent preservation
and top-notch eye appeal. Price Guide in MS66...$4,600 MS67...$57,000
Mintage...775,750. Nice Fresh and Original. Seven times rarer than Generic dates. NGC Price Guide $2000.
Mintage...393,500. Nice Fresh and Original. 10 times rare than Generic Dates. NGC Price Guide...$1830
Mintage...453,000. 10 times rarer than generic dates. NGC Price Guide...$1975
Mintage...453,000. 10 times rarer than some generic dates. Nice fresh and original better date Saint. NGC Price Guide...$2150
Three times rarer than generic dates. NGC Price Guide...$1825
Nice Fresh and Original. Price Guide...$1725. NGC Price Guide...$1935.
Nice Fresh and Original. Price Guide...$2400
Nice original better date Saint. Price Guide $1720.
Mintage...567,500. Nice fresh and original better date Saint. Eight times Rarer than generic dates. NGC Price Guide...$1825
Nice Fresh and Original. Price Guide...$2175
Nice and Original. Price Guide...$3375
Mintage...796,000. Nice fresh and original better date Saint. Five times rarer than generic dates. NGC Price Guide...$2250
The 1922 is a very common issue in terms of total number of Mint State pieces known. Obtaining one in MS-63 is really no problem at
all. However, in MS-64 or better condition, this issue is decidedly scarce. The one we offer are well struck with stron eye appeal.

Silver Commems
1893 Isabella 25C - PCGS MS66 CAC

$3,700.00

From a limited distribution of 24,214 pieces, this Premium Gem Isabella quarter is remarkably well-preserved. Satiny luster
illuminates the sharp design elements, and each side is cast in old-time toning. the 1893 Isabella quarter is the only issue of that
denomination in the classic silver commemorative series. PCGS Price Guide...$3250 for a NON-CAC coin. For one in MS67...$8750.

$100,000.00

Gobrecht-designed dollars were struck in 1836 to reintroduce the denomination to a new generation. The strike details are full with
complete hair definition. All the eagle's breast feathers are completely articulated on the reverse. Mintage...probably no more than
60
(P J-754) 1869 Standard Silver Pattern 50C, Judd-754, Pollock-838, R.5, PR66 PCGS. Standard Silver design. Struck in silver with a
reeded edge. This original Gem has dusky gray toning with peripheral gold, violet, and blue. Light cameo contrast is evident on both
sides although the toning prevents a Cameo designation.

Patterns

$3,850.00
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3475410

61179

1870 50C (J-933) - NGC PF65 CAC

$5,750.00

Mintage...Unknown. Population reports show only nine coins have been certified. William Barber's Seated Liberty design, interesting
for its placement of the shield behind her legs which is supported with her right hand. She holds an olive branch in her left. A liberty
pole is behind the shield and a scroll crosses the shield and is inscribed LIBERTY in incused letters. The reverse is the type used for
regular issue Seated halves. Struck in silver with a reeded edge. The beautiful tones transform into cherry-red and electric-blue once
rotated beneath a light. A fully struck Premium Gem. NGC Price Guide for PF65 (NON-CAC)...$8500
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